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Events 

• Uttarakhand Chief Minister Tirath Singh 
Rawat addressed a late night confrence 
at 9.45 PM in Dehradun on 2 July amid 
speculation of his resignation as CM.  

 

 

• he made no mention of his resignation 
rather focused on listing his 
government's 'achievements' besides 
announcing a large number of job 
recruitments in the state. 

 



Events 

• CM Rawat, reported to have offered to resign 
following his meeting with BJP president 
Jagat Prakash Nadda.  

 

• He must have cited that he cannot continue 
as CM as elections not possible under 
Section 151 of the Representation of People 
Act, 1951 

 

• He may have focused on development  work 
in conference to show his removal is only due 
to a technical issues and not poor 
performance. 

 



factors that might 
have contributed 

to the crisis 



• According to Article 164 (4) of the Constitution, “a Minister who for 
any period of six consecutive months is not a member of the 
Legislature of the State shall at the expiration of that period cease to 
be a Minister”.  
 

• So, to continue as Chief Minister, Rawat has to be elected as an 
MLA before September 10. 

 

Yet to be Member of Assembly 



• Two seats are presently vacant –  

 

• Gangotri, which fell vacant after BJP MLA Gopal Singh Rawat 
died due to COVID-19 

 

• Haldwani was rendered vacant veteran Congress leader Indira 
Hridayesh passed away. 

If he wanted to become, were Seats Vacant? 



 



• A caveat in the Representation of the People Act, 1951, adds 
another dimension to the crisis. Section 151A allows two exceptions 
to holding a bypoll to satisfy the requirement in Article 164(4) of the 
Constitution.  

• It states a bypoll need not be held if (a) the remainder of the term of 
a member in relation to a vacancy is less than one year; or (b) the 
Election Commission in consultation with the Central Government 
certifies that it is difficult to hold the by-election within the said 
period. 

Why not possible to hold a poll? 



• For filling vacant seats, the EC could cite the less-than-one-year 
rule and club the bypolls with the Assembly elections.  

• In the past, the clause on impossibility of holding an election 
has been invoked, including in Jammu and Kashmir.  

• However, in situations concerning the Chief Minister’s election, 
the EC has traditionally preferred to hold a bypoll. 

• According to a senior EC official, the panel has not yet taken a 
view on holding the byelection in Uttarakhand as it is watching 
the Covid-19 situation. 

 

What’s EC Stand 
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• BJP is reluctant to go down that route and might have preferred 
to replace him. 

 

• fear of a sitting CM losing the bypoll, which would expose the 
anti-incumbency against the BJP in the state 

 

• Tirath Singh Rawat's poor performance and the rising COVID-
19 cases didn't help matters.  

Fear of Election 



• Haldwani, a relatively strong seat for the Congress, is in the 
Kumaon region, while he belongs to Garhwal.  

• Gangotri may be ideal choice for Rawat but the BJP wasn't sure 
of his victory there. 

• The party was facing a great deal of pushback from priests in 
the temple town, who were opposing the control being exerted 
on the temple by the state government's Devasthanam's Board. 

• The priests had been complaining about loss of livelihoods and 
revenue due to COVID-19 and the lockdown and that the 
Devasthanam Board had made matters worse. 

 

Tough Seats 



• Pushback being faced from priests in the temple town,  

• They are opposing the control being exerted on the temple by 
the state government's Devasthanam's Board. 

• loss of livelihoods and revenue due to COVID-19 and the 
lockdown and that the Devasthanam Board has made the 
situation worse for the incumbent government 

• Hight Court order on Char Dham yatra has made priests more 
unhappy 

• former MLA Vijay Pal Sajwan of the Congress and AAP's likely 
CM face Colonel Ajay Kothiyal 

 

Issues in Gangotri 



• Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee is facing similar position after not 
being an MLA due to her loss in Nandigram. 

• MLA from Bhowanipore has resigned to make way for her. 

• She has time till 2 November 

• EC would say that elections aren't possible due to COVID-19 third 
wave, making matters difficult for Mamata. 

• The BJP would no doubt like to put Mamata in a spot in Bengal after 
its loss in the Assembly elections.  

• Rawat, therefore, would have to be sacrificed in the process. 

 

The Mamta Angle 



• MLAs like Dhan Singh Rawat and Satpal Maharaj, prominent 
leaders of Thakur community and from Garhwal region. 

 

• Non-MLAs, then the options could be Anil Baluni and Ramesh 
Pokhriyal Nishank. 

 

 

the Next CM? 

 



 

 

 

• No BJP CM has managed to finish his term in Uttarakhand.  

• The party's first term saw Nityanand Swami and BS Koshiyari 
as CMs and the second term saw BC Khanduri and Ramesh 
Pokhriyal Nishank. Even the Congress' last term had two CMs: 
Vijay Bahuguna and Harish Rawat.  

• The only CM to complete a term in the state is Congress' ND 
Tiwari. 

 



 



 



 






